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ABSTRACT 

The military has an increasing need for a data base 
r'anarennnt system (b"M5) supporting many users of 
flifferlnr clearances and a larnc collection of data having 
dlffertnc classifications. Such a multilevel access DBMS 
would allow maximum utilization of computer resources 
v.-b i 1 e avoiding the p-aintenance of multiple copies of the 
same Hata or multiple data base manapcp'ent systems for 
restricted user groups, However, tho lack of effective 
security controls in today's computer systems preclude a 
truly secure, multilevel access PHMS, This paper 
discusses the unHrrlylnr problep-> in constructlnr a nnf,c; 
which provisos for security an^ multilevel access and tben 
outlines a promts Inr approach which the *tr Force Is 
pursulnr to solve the problem. 



TORWARP 

This paper was producer! for and presented to the Air 
force Academy's Fourth Annual Worli Wide Data Rase 
Management System Symposium held 29-30 .January 197U at the 
Mr Force Academy.  M thourh the paper addresses security 
considerations within data base management systems/ these 
considerations apply to a broader class of computer 
systems Including operating systems. 



! .  In troduc t1 op 

'..'I th the current Rtate-of-tre-ert, a data base 

r"anapep',on t system (^Pf'^) cannot provide effective security 

controls over access to the information in the system. 

f'eanwh lie, the military urgently rrnnin s a secure 

"rml t 11 evel" DHMR -- capable o*" supper tinp data and users 

haviup multiple classification*? and clt-arances 

respectively.  Unf or tuna te 1 y, the Ineffective security of 

current systers frequently prohibits the military from 

efficiently utilizing its computer rtsources and prevents 

achievement nf operational capabilities requiring 

controlled sharlnp of data.  However, the required 

technolopy is now belnp developed to overcoirc these 

ree ? ci one i es . 

Pyrry i pj.' 

This paper examf nes the exlstlrp inadequacies and how 

to provide a solution,  part II expiries vhy current data 

hase management systems do n^t h?ve effective multilevel 

access controls, v/h I 1 <• Part III describes the need for 

data base m<">narcmrnt systems that comhine security and 

multilevel access.  Part IV identifies ar I describes three 

areas of corslderation in providing secure computer 

systems.  Part V outlines the technolopy currently btinr 



developed by the Air Force which will lead to secure 

computer systems which will support a RRMS with effective 

Information protection. 

It.  Why eUrrent *BMS Security Controls are Ineffective 

Thp current lack of effective DBM*! security controls 

for mil tl level access computer systems Is primarily <*ur 

to: 

1)  The Inability of humans to unders tanr" the 

programs which they write.  Paradoxically we cannot 

Hpternlne exhaustively all the possible states attainable 

by programs of consequence, despite the fact that these 

prorrams operate on a deterministic automaton -- the 

computer.  In particular, we are urable to establish that 

access control programs will not In fact nrrml t 

unauthorized access.  Because of nur lack of fundamental 

techniques for Insuring the correct operation of 

substantial programs, we have Keen unahlr to ^evoloo a 

nr,.f1f; (or   any other programmed system) that enforces any 

mcanlnp-ful security policy, even thp s'mplast.  This lack 

of fundamental controls is not just a theoretical 

weakness, hut past attempts (at major expense) <A7?.> have 

repeatedly and consistently denonstrated the futility of 

the current ad hoc techniques. 



2)     The   ract   that   the  securl ty   practices   and 

policy   for   eompu t<r   systems   do   not   hove  c   sound   technical 

•>asis.     They   arr   adaptions of   practices  and  pu!dance 

designed   for  manual   systems;   the  resultlnf   techniques   are 

inappropriate,   norf unc t tona 1   or   ever   counterproductive. 

As   a   result,   rreetinr  all   the   security  reflations   provides 

little   assurance   that   a   computer   system   in   fact   ^as 

mean i nr ful   security,     "''.crf   is  <^   reed   for   practices   an' 

policy   that   re corn! zr   the   Inherent   i nadrquacl rs   of 

contorporary   systems,   unt   at   the  same   time   provide   for 

application  of   technology   that   provides    the   forms   of 

security   that   are  necessary within  data  har.e  manapement 

sys terns. 

III.     The  Vccd  for  a  Secure  Multilevel   Access   Papablllty 

In   spite   of   the  weaknesses   of   current   systems,    there 

is   an   urrent   need   for   effective   security   in  military 

computers.     Tle military   can  derive  significant  economic 

heneflts   from  a  secure multilevel   nccr*,*,   capability  nnrt, 

<•><-''' I t i on.i 1 1 v,   ohtair  major   improvements   in  operational 

Ciipahl 11 ty   throur'1   the   attendant   controller'    Inta   s^nrlnr 

en pah i1i ty. 



Economic Pencf? ts 

The limitations of current systems result In major 

additional costs that could be avoided by use of systems 

with effective Internal controls.  In ordpr to provide 

security for a P?JMS (and other applications^, currently 

the military must Insure that- all users are cleared to a 

level that authorizes each user to access any data in the 

DBMS.  This sinplf? level access capeMlIty can he achieve^ 

by: 

1) limitinr the users to those who have 

sufficient clearance to access any Hata in the r>f^ S -- in 

oartlcular, the most highly classified information. 

2) limiting the data to that classification 

which all users aro   permitted to access -- dcterrlned by 

the Indlvidual(s) with the least clearance. 

Some of the wasteful consequences of uslnjr one or 

both of the above methods to provide security ^rc: 

1)  The military must obtain unnecessarily hlrh 

clearances for the PHMS users.  Mo't only is fM s 

expensive, but also It Increases the risk of compromise 

through subversion of personnel whose duties do rot 

actually require access to the highly classified 



I nf orma t i rr !r the D"!1! 

2)  T,-e n^MS requires a dedlented computer 

system.  If the user community Is small and the d;ita base 

larrc and hirhly classified, computer resources arc 

wasted,  rvep when several groups shere a computer system 

!-y mal Inr the system available to each «»roup f^r a limited 

period of tine, waste* of computer resources results 

because of t''o time and the "sanl tlz'• n«u  procedures   to 

switch the computer system from ore  user TOUP to another. 

"*>)      n I "• i d controls arc placer1 or the environment 

of the computer system Including remote terminals.  * 

computer system malntnlnlrr hfrhly classified data 

requires heavy ruardlnp.  Ml remote peripherals require 

dedicated pnd protected communication lines to the central 

site or cryptoprr.ph I c techniques or   both;  this is 

ahsolutcly essential even for terminal devices used only 

for nominally unclassified processing. 

Major economic benefits can bp obtained by avoiding, 

these brute force approaches.  It has heen estimated that 

use or these methods to provide secure computer systems 

currently costs the Air Force alone, *10P,Ono,000 annually 

<A72>. 



Controlled Data Sharing 

In addition to economic considerations, r. PBMS having 

a secure multilevel access capability provides the data 

sharing capability necessary to satisfy important 

operational requirements.  A DBMS may support many users 

involved In many tasks.  Although two users may require 

access to two different sets of data (v/f th Information of 

various class if i cations), the Intersection of the two sets 

of data may be non-null, even though the users have 

different clearances. 

As an examrle consider an inventory control system. 

One I tern of Information on this system ray reflect that an 

order has been placed for jet fuel.  Numerous procurement 

and financial management personnel may have access to this 

Information to prepare various accounting entries to pay 

the supplier and charge the cost against the appropriate 

funds citation.  Typically, these functions would be in 

non-secure areas and some of the personnel would be 

unclearable. 

In this example a cleared supply officer needs 

current access to the same order to know that the fuel has 

been ordered and its scheduled delivery date so that he 

may determine the available supply and plan the deployment 



of the fuel to various cop-hat or rani ?.a t i onr.  The supply 

officer must also nut into the system the deployment 

information which will he ref lector1 as n consumption of a 

portion of the sunply.  This deployment information is 

much more sensitive than the procurement I pformat Ion, 

since an enemy could assifn priorities to target 

installations has eel on the deployment of the fuel to the 

i ns t.'i 1 1 a t i ens anrl ir combat situations could forecast 

attacks if he had access to the distribution information. 

* contemporary np^r without effective security 

capabilities could not satisfy an operational rrquirenrrt 

for the example- system.  nn t(,e other hand, if the 

inventory control system in the above exar-nln provide"1 

secure multilevel access, the system could moot the 

following operational needs: 

1) nriy the supply officer would need a hlph level 

clearance.  The procurement and Financial personnel have 

no need-to-knnv (nor clearance) for the classified fuel 

distribution Infornatlon. 

2) rach remote access peripheral could Imve an 

associated classification which limits the data that may 

be entered or retrieved .i  the peripheral.  The supply 

officer would rreulre secured communication lines. 



However, the nrrnironrnt and financial personnel In thp 

non-spcurc area could access the system ovrr commercial 

telephore 11nes. 

In summary, the henefits of a multilevel access OBM** 

are economy of operation and the ability to hove 

controlled data sharing amonr users. 

IV.  Considerations in Providing Effective Security 

To provide effective security in a multilevel access 

computer system, there are three areas of consideration: 

1. hardware security 

2. procedural security 

3. programmed security. 

Hardware Secur1tv 

The computer hardware Is the foundation of any 

computer system and is also the hasis for security wltMn 

the system.  The programmed security controls wl11 rely on 

the integrity of the hardware deslr.n (the ability of the 

hardware to perform as specified) and the har^//are 

reliability (affected by the reliability of the Individual 

electronic components). 

The currently available technology for <-,c-curv   systems 

10 



(discussed In Part V below) require  securltv cortrols 

tbat wnuH ^e prohibitively costly to lmplerent ?r 

software,  rxamplos of hardware neede^ for seou^'ty nrr 

address r^applnp (sermrnted virtual memory hardware), 

multiple protection states (e.r. protection rlnrs <r.72">), 

and privileped instructions.  The correct operation of 

thpse furctions is essential to security. 

rmplrlca1 observations indicate that relative to the 

other considerations of security, hardware design 

integrity and reliability are within acceptable limits. 

Pr^ce'hir.i 1 Secur i t v 

proce<-,u ra 1   security   considerations   are  corcerr>cr*  with 

threats   to   security   pcrnetrateH   fron  outsiHe   the   computer 

system.      r,rnceHur^l   security   Issues   Include: 

1) protecting the conputer site. 

2) securinp communication 1 I res and avoldlnp 

other types of electronic eavesdropplnr. 

3) protect'nr data retained on removable media, 

Mich as cards, tapes, printer listirrs, and possibly 

disks. 

it)  identifying the user of the system. 

11 



Many of the issues of procedural security do not 

directly involve the DBMS designer (e.g., 1 and 2 a hove). 

However, the PBMS designer should he aware of procedural 

security aspects because the PBMS could facilitate sonc 

issues of procedural security (e.r./ 3 and h   above).  The 

PBMS should insure that data stored on the removable media 

retain their classification.  For example, perhaps each 

page of a line printer listing should contain a 

classification heading appropriate for the data appearing 

on that page.  However, the PBMS designer cannot control 

who will receive that listing. 

Programmed Securf tv 

Programmed security Is corcerned with the controls 

provided hy the DBMS programs to prevent unauthorized 

access to the information maintained by the PBMS.  The 

inadequacy of programmed security controls Is the primary 

reason that existing data base management systems are 

Insecure.  Penetration studies have demonstrated that 

circumventing programmed security controls Is a most 

viable method for unauthorized access -- successful 

attacks are repeatable and nearly alv/ays undetectable 

<A72, K7i*>.  Programmed security controls are of the 

utmost concern to the DBMS designer. 

12 



In providing security within the DBMS pro-rap, the 

^oal is tr« provMe cer t ? f i ab 1 c securitv. ?or   certifiable 

security, one rust Drovide a convincing deductive 

demonstration which guarantees that  (ever with the aid of 

the conplete DBf,c program listlnr and documentation) no 

user can obtain access to data for which be does not have 

sufficient authorization.  Without this demonstratien of 

security, a DBMS cannot be judged to provide effective 

security.  The next section will outline an approach for 

providing certifiable security for military computer 

systems. 

V.  Toward A Spcure Computer System 

The Plrectorate of Information Systems Technology of 

the riectronlc Systems Pivlstor (rSP) at I. H. 'lanscom 

Fielf' has embarleH on a development program <r73> leading 

to a prototype, secure multilevel access computer systrm. 

Although the plan considers all three aspects of security 

<B73, f7U> discussed above, nrogramned security will 

receive major considerations. 

Approach 

The   rr>P  development   program   recognizes   that   security 

must   be   an   Important   initial   consideration  of   any  of 

computer  system design.      In or^er   to  provide  a  secure 

13 



design one must: 

1) precisely Heflne security In a way 

meaningful for computer operations and consistent wl th 

military security directives <r>72>.  This results in a 

model of security requirements.  This is a very Important 

step since this model precisely defines what "secure" 

means, In particular for purposes of certifying that tie 

system Is "secure". 

2) specify a set of rules, based or the model, 

which determine whether a request by a program to access 

data will he allowed.  Since these rules are derived 

directly from the model, they will maintain security; they 

are embodied in what has been called a "reference ronltor" 

<A72>. 

3) establish a set of rules, ara'n base^ on the 

model, for granting and possibly retracting permission for 

users to access certain data.  Again these rules will 

maintain security according to the definition, and are 

part of the reference monitor. 

k)     establish a methodology for proving that a 

DBMS using the resulting reference monitor precisely 

implements the above definition and rules.  This is the 

certification procedure. 

Id 



The  most   difficult  of   the   above   four   tasks   is   the 

last.      In  order   to   simplify   the   task  of   certl^ylnp   the 

deslpn,   Schel 1   et   al   <^73>   advocate   centrallzlnp   all   the 

primitive  security  controls  of   the  system   Into  a 

wol1-defIned   "security   kernel".     This   security  kernel   Is 

Hased   on  application  of   the   ^ollowlnp   principles   In   the 

deslrn   and   Implementation  of   the  security  controls,   (viz., 

the   reference  monitor): 

1) complete   mediation   -   The   security   controls 

must  be   invoked   on  each   attempted   access   to   the  data 

objects   of   the   system.      The  system  ruist   provide   the 

security   controls   with   a   non-forpeable   identity  of   the 

user   attempting   the  access   (see   Flpure   1). 

2) Isolation   -  The   programs   and   data   needed   to 

Implement   the   security   controls  must   he   tamper-proof. 

nt^er   programs  must   not   be   able   to   alter   the   programs   an^ 

data  which   Implement   the  security  controls. 

3) simplicity   -  The   prorra^s   Implcmentlnp   the 

security  controls   must   be   simple  and   easily  understood   In 

order   to   certify   that   they   Implement   the   security 

functions   derived   fron   the  formal   mo^el .     The  depree  of 

difficulty   in   rrovtnr.   programs   Increases   rapidly   (perhaps 

exponentially)   with   the   complexity  of   the   propram. 

15 
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Techniques such as h 1ock-or i en ted hipher level lanpuapes 

and structured programming can be used to reduce 

complexi ty. 

Current Status 

For ahout two years FSP has heen pursulnr the above 

approach, although the Mr Force has committed only 

limited resources to tMs program.  Specific efforts of 

the development propram now un^er way Include: 

1) Formal Models.  This effort involves the 

development of a mathematical moHel of the Department of 

Defense Information security raqul rer'ents which can apply 

to computer systems.  This model <B! 73, LD73, U7U> 

precisely defines security and presents a set of rules frr 

both granting access to data and passlnr authority to 

access data.  The model Is accompanied by formal 

mathematical proofs that these rules maintain security. 

2) Technical Feasibility Demonstration.  This 

demonstration Is based on the Implementation of a 

mini-computer haserl, secure mill 11 -access computer system 

<S73>.  T»>e approach taken In the Implementation of the 

reference monitor for this system Is the security kernel 

approach.  T'e security kernel monitors and passes 

judgement on all attempted accesses to Hata, and the 

17 



mathematical model is the basis for the security controls 

provided.  The security kernel provides all security 

related functions and only those functions. 

* 

Under the security kernel approach, the security 

functions fire isolated from application programs, the 

PBMS, and much of what is typically the operating system. 

The security kernel Is distinct from the operating system 

and the operating system cannot affect the security of the 

system (see Figure 2). 

Potential direct applications of this mlnl-computer 

hased security kernel Implementation Include a front-end 

processor for a large computer system and a foundation for 

n secure DBMS. 

3) Prototype Secure DBMS.  The feasibility 

demonstration mini-computer Is being used to Implement a 

set of tools for constructing a secure special-purpose 

DBMS.  The security of this DBMS Implementation Is 

dependent on the use of the security kernel as a 

foundation.  Fxtenstons to the mathematical model and the 

security kernel will provide tools to alporIthmlcal1y 

downgrade and extract selective data from a classified 

data base <M7U>. 

18 



THE SECURITY KERNEL IN PERSPECTIVE 

FIGURE   2 
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VI.  Summary 

The purpose of this paper was to give the reader on 

awareness of the fundamental Inadequacy of current data 

base management systems (and computer systems In reneral) 

for effective security controls/ and to briefly describe 

the approach and progress of the Air Force program for 

applying advanced technology to provide adequate security, 

The major considerations of this program are: 

1)  Total system security requires the 

consideration of hardware/ program, and procedural Issues, 

?.)     Security must be deslgnpd Into any computer 

system rrom the outset. 

3)  Computer system security centre's must be 

based on a precise model of military security 

requlrements. 

k)     Programmed security controls must be 

demonstrably complete and tamperproof a priori. 

20 
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